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1\ BSTRACT 
I', ·d iction of the dynamic behaviour of pump rotors 
lI'qu ires a profound knowledge of fluid excitation and 
Iliolion dependent forces on all rotor components. In 
" ,der to characterize these forces at the impellers, a 
II'.'!I rig was built, in which a multistage boilerfeed 
pll lllp is suspended in active magnetic bearings (AMB) . 
I· x lernal signals fed into the electronic controller of the 

M B excite the rotor following well defined orbits. 

hl rce and displacement measurements at the bearings 
plOvide on-line FRF's which are the basis for 
Id 'ntification of fluid forces, for health monitoring / 
dlllgnostics, and for modal analysis. 

J'his paper describes the AMB's and the control loop. 
I\v() excitation techniques are briefly discussed. The 
Jllnllneters characterizing the dynamics of the AMB's 
lI ,e identified. They are related to the layout of the 
kctro magnets and the electronic controller. 

"x lensive calibration of the magnetic forces was 
III' 'essary to generate correct FRF's. Finally, some 
'!Iolion dependent forces acting on an impeller are 
,hown. These forces are obtained from the FRF's in 
lombination with an indirect identification technique 
11 11 the flexible pump rotor. 

I .INTRODUCTION 
I' luid / structure interaction forces of annular clearance 
/.l'als and impellers are dominating factors in the 
dynamic behaviour of large multistage boilerfeed 
pllmps (BFP). 

J'hese forces can be divided into two groups: 

a. Pure hydraulic forces, generated by the pumping 
action of the impellers. 

b. Motion dependent interaction (MDI) forces 
generated by the vibrations of the BFP rotor. The 
vibrations may often be considered as 
perturbations around the static equilibrium of the 
rotor. The MDI-effects can then be linearized 
(eventually over a certain frequency range) and 
modelled by equivalent mass, stiffness and 
damping matrices, relating forces and moments to 
the corresponding radial, angular and axial 
displacements (fig. 1). The diagonal coefficients 
are called "direct", the other coefficients are 
"cross coupled". 

The Brite Euram - BE-3472-89 - research project in 
which an AMB suspended boilerfeed pump is used was 
mainly set up to quantify both types of interactions on 
impellers. The theory of identifying MDI forces is 
described more profoundly in [2] and [4]. It is based 
on frequency response functions (FRF) between 
externally applied excitation forces and resulting shaft 
displacements, over a frequency range from zero to 
multiple times rpm. Because the impellers / seals of 
the flexible BFP rotor aren't accessible during 
operation a high quality rotor dynamic model and 
inverse matrix operations are necessary to relate the 
measurements at the bearings with fluid effects at 
impellers / seals. 

In the same project a single stage process pump at the 
University of Kaiserslautern is used to identify 
hydraulic and MDI forces on impellers and long 
annular seals. This component test rig is also 
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suspended by AMB. The forces are quantified using 
FRF techniques as well. Since this pump rotor is rigid, 
forces and displacements can be related by simple 
geometrical relations. 

2 REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE 
MULTISTAGE BOILERFEED PUMP TEST RIG 
The magnetic bearings and control system are designed 
to the following requirements: 

1. Suspension capabilities: Static loads are 2000 N 
maximall y. Estimations are based on deadweight 
and static impeller forces. The dynamic loads are 
specified per frequency (table 1). Loads were 
extracted from [7], [8]. 

TABLE 1: Bearing loads boilerfeed pump 

BW/IP Byron Jackson Boilerfeed Pump - Type HDB 

Size 
Power 
Test Speeds 

Radial Loads 
Static (max) 

8xlOxl4, up to seven stages 
Up to 5 MW 
Up to 3000 RPM 

2000 N 
Maximum Dynamic Pump Operating Loads at 
3000 RPM 

Low frequency 
Ix Rotation 
Vane Passing 
Random 

Thrust Loads 
Static Loads 
Dynamic Loads 

750 N 
2450 N 
1450 N 
500 N 

2000 N momentary up to 4000 N 
1500 N max at 3000 RPM 

2. Rotor stability requirements: multilobe or tilting 
pad hydro dynamic bearings used in conventional 
boilerfeed pumps generate high direct stiffness (2 
. lOS N/m) and damping effects, and minimal 
cross coupled stiffness and damping. All these 
coefficients are benign for the rotor stability. 

Modelling the dynamics of the AMB supported 
rotors revealed that equivalent bearing stiffnesses 
of two orders of magnitude lower have acceptable 
influence on the 2nd and )'d mode and no drastic 
change on the first mode. Equivalent damping 
coefficients however had to meet following values 
for stable operating conditions: 

2 stage rotor 
7 stage rotor 

18000 Ns /m 
60000 Ns/m 

Cross coupling between orthogonal excital ioll 
directions was kept minimal by mounting auxili :1I I' 
coils, eliminating leakage fluxes, in between Ihe 
principal coils. The auxiliary coils also provid, 
significantly more ampere turns . 

3. Excitation capabilities: as the operating rotor I" 

subjected to artificial excitations, additional f()rc,'" 
on top of the normally occurring bearing loads :11 ,' 

required. Displacements must be sufficiently hil' h 
to obtain good measurement accuracy. On Ihl' 
other hand displacements must remain about 20 ',; 
of the radial clearances of the BFP rotor. Thl 
latter condition is necessary for linearization of Li lt 
MDI effects . Fig. 2 and 3 list the desired fl)l Cl 
and displacement spectrum. 

4. Avoidance of disturbance of cross coupled fl llid 

dynamic coefficients. This is the main reason I{I , 

eliminating cross coupling between the AM B It ' , 

much as possible. Exciting the rotor in x direclillll 
creates cross coupled fluid force and displacen'll'lIl 
in y-direction. A leakage flux generates all 

additional direct coupled fluid force !lnd 

displacement in y direction. It would be impossi hl l 

to separate direct coupled from cross coupled 11111.1 
effects. 

5. Sensitivity considerations: the error sensitivit y IIi 
the indirect t1uid I structure interact ioll 
identification technique, with respect to holl, 
measurement as rotor model errors, can h, 
mitigated using AMB with high damping valli>:>. . 

6. Stable coast down when stopping. Emergell l' 
coast down: in case of instabilities causill!, 
uncontrolled rotor displacements, power "I 
switched off and the rotor runs out on d, ' 
lubricated bushings. The latter are designed for II ) 

emergency stops. 

7. Water temperatures of 150°C. The transdun" 
sensors and transducer local amplifiers must Ill' 
cooled in order to maintain high accuracy. 

Further on, displacement and velocity sensors, as WI·II 
as the forces generated by the AMB must be corrc,'1 
for generation of high quality FRF. Therefore it WII • 

specified : 
accuracy of all amplitudes within 1 % 
phase shift within 5° 
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I ( 'ONTROL LOOP 
h~: . 3 represents the controller scheme of the AMB. 
I h · position of the shaft and the rate of change of 
position are measured independently one from the 
" Ih ·r. A well defined disturbance signal is applied for 
• ,,'Ilation of the rotor. Each signal is fed into a 
• pn rate block. 

'II cd measurement of the velocity signal improves the 
, . t II racy , compared with derivation of the position 
Il' lial. Time delays are eliminated. 

l ia r output of these blocks is combined with a bias 
11I11 <.:nt, to increase stiffness (fig. 4). This signal is 
II qlll l to the drive circuits of the pulse width 
IIII ,d ul ation power amplifier. Tight current feedback 
' " l1lpensation insures that the AMB current is 
1"llportional to the input signal of the power stage, 
"~" I a range of frequencies up to 2 kHz. 

k ISlI rements of the electro magnetic currents and of 
1/1 ' displacements allow a force card to generate the 
I t " I t;sponding magnetic force signals. Extensive 
' 1I lrhrations are necessary to establish a correct 
I Illlionship between airgaps, currents and forces. 

I " I <.:very bearing degree of freedom, a set of two 
I ,dlil l diametrically opposed displacement and two 
,.IlIti diametrically opposed velocity sensors is 

111I. llIlIed, in order to mitigate the effect of mechanical 
I " " out. This sensor configuration is applied at each 

11.1 or each radial bearing. The signals are used to 
"kulate displacement / velocity in the point of 
'1' l'li <.:ation of the magnetic force. Such complex lay 
,,"I IS necessary because the rotor behaves tlexible in 
1111 ' ,: LID AMB . 

1li liT t measurements of the bearing forces and 
1/ 'pOl1ses allow to consider the rotor as a free body on 

III 'h the AMB exert excitation forces. It is not 
lIi' I'ssary to model the AMB in terms of equivalent 
III IIIt;SS and damping to obtain rotor FRF's during 
, italion . As such, fluid / rotor identifications become 

" '"pletely independent from the control loop and 
\ M I! parameters. 

I FORCE CALIBRATION 
I u,'" radial magnetic bearing consists of two 
lla ll llld rical coils. The resultant load in x or y direction 
I dl· sl.;ribed by 

Bearing currents I I, 12 and airgaps E " E 2 contain two 
contributions. The first component is related to the 
position of the non-excited shaft. The second 
component A E describes the change due to the 
artificial excitation of the rotor. S is a factor, mainly 
related to the flux surface. 1-10 is the magnetic 
permeability, N the number of windings. 

To take into account the individual physical properties 
of each coil and control loop, eq. (1) was replaced by: 

F"", KI K2 
~ (101 + t:.IOI)" _ . (102 + t:.I2)" 

tOI + t:.t t02 + dt 
(2) 

with e, - e2 - 1. 8, for the radial bearings. 

To verify the accuracy of the calculated forces over a 
wide load range, the non rotating and dry shaft was 
loaded by a tuneable stiff ground connection, in which 
the force was measured by a precision load cell. 
Equilibrium equations allowed to verify the AMB 
forces. Three major errors appeared when using the 
force model of equation 2: 

Dependency of calculated force output on rotor 
position (fig. 5) 
Dependency of calculated force output on the load. 
The error is linear for low loads, and non linear 
for high loads. 
Hysteresis effects: when a cyclic external load is 
applied, a different force error value is found for 
each load value, depending on this load being 
increasing or decreasing. Further on, the force 
error is higher for upward shaft displacements than 
for downward (fig. 6). 

The calibration constants in eq. (2) are only slightly 
affected by shaft position, but differ for different 
external load directions and for different load signs. 

To cope with some of the force errors, a large number 
of external load conditions were applied for a number 
of different shaft positions, resulting in a force error 
matrix. The latter provides design data for a hardware 
correction, which allows a tuneable linear adjustment 
of force output with the original force output value, 
the position information and a DC offset value, 
independent for each bearing degree of freedom. 

As all previous corrections were based on DC 

i\ 
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calibration, another series of measurements was made 
to investigate the influence of residual and hysteresis 
phenomena on the AC force output: 

Linearity check 
AMB - FRF are measured for different input 
levels, with a max . / min. ratio higher than 4. All 
FRF are very similar (fig . 7), for frequencies 
higher than 20 Hz. Bad coherences occur below 20 
Hz, especially at low input levels. 

Mass identification was possible from the axial 
FRF using axial AMB excitation. The rotor is 
considered stiff in axial direction. 

Comparison of analytical and measured FRF by 
hammer excitation on one hand (performed on the 
rotor while suspended in flexible slings) with the 
measured FRF by broadband AMB excitation on 
the other hand (performed on the dry and non 
rotating rotor) (fig. 8). 

Based on the measured displacements and on the 
numerical transfer function matrix for the dry and 
non-rotating rotor, the excitation forces are 
calculated and compared to the direct force 
measurements. The results of this experiment 
include all deviations related to: 

Force measurement accuracy 
Displacement measurement accuracy 
Analytical model accuracy 

For frequencies below 20 Hz and for very low 
force levels, deviations of up to 50 % are found. 

Mass identification from radial FRF by AMB 
excitation was impossible because of the nexibility of 
the rotor . 

From all these tests it was concluded that the 
modifications made to the force signal output section, 
improved the accuracy to a degree that for frequencies 
higher than 20 Hz it was impossible to make a 
distinction between AMB force error and other 
measurements or model error. 

5 SHAFT EXCITATION METHODS 
Two excitation techniques were considered: broad 
band vs. stepped sine. The approach of each excitation 
consists of the accumulation of auto- and crosspower 
spectra of all displacement signals and the excitation 
forces, followed by the estimation of the corresponding 

set of FRF's. 
For sinusoidal excitation the different spectra are hlldl 
frequency per frequency. At each frequency new tilll' 
histories are measured and the fundamental sigilli 
component corresponding to the excitation frequ ·n ' y 

is retained. This is different to broad band excitatioll , 
where the spectra are obtained as a whole by means 01 
the FFT transformation of the acquired time hist ori~· I. 

Although the frequency per frequency approach 01 

stepped sine testing is considerably slower than Ii" 
broad band testing, the major advantage is that III 

important noise reduction is obtained. This is becaul.l 
the low spectral density of broad band signals at low 
frequencies is eliminated. 
Also traditional signal processing errors associalql 
with the spectral analysis of broad band signals, S II I, 
as leakage, can be completely avoided . 

Fig. 9 compares stepped sine FRF with broad halld 
FRF. A clear improvement of the FRF quality below 
30 Hz can be observed . In general, the concentratioll 
of all excitation energy at one single frequcm 
resulted in a force level increase of a factor ' .') 
Displacements of up to 50 f.Jm peak are measured . 'I'll" 
resulting coherence is very high over the 1'111 1 
frequency range. 

When multiple inputs are used for 5 DOl ' 
identifications, these must be uncorrelated to all m 
correct calculation of FRF with respect to all inplI l:. 
The force signals showed to be far more uncorrelakd 
than the displacement signals, and therefore W l'll' 

defined as inputs . Proper selection of the force s ·1:. 
results in maximal information on the dynamic Wit II 

behaviour. 

Fig. 10 lists the applied force sets. Each set is defil ll'd 
by a relative amplitude and phase angle with respect 10 

the "first" force. To allow a 5x5 MDI matrix, axial 
excitation is added. FW refers to a forward whirl in ' 
force, BW to backward whirling. 

6 OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENTS 
Fig. 11 shows amplitUde spectra for a bearing fo r ',' 
and a proximity probe with and without artificial broad 
band excitation. The upper graphs correspond to 295() 
rpm while the lower graphs are measured at 1900 rplll , 
It can be seen that in the worst case a non synchronol!.'. 
vibration level difference of 1 decade is reached. 
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'7 AMB CHARACTERISTICS 
rhe availability of both force and displacement 
Illformation at each bearing allows to estimate the 
AMB characteristics from measured AMB - FRF. Fig. 
I shows equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients 
pf a radial bearing. These values depend on the electro 
IIwgnets, on the settings of the control loop and also 
Il ll the static load and the bias airgap. The coefficients 
lire obtained by stepped sine excitation on a dry and 
Ilfln-rotating shaft. 

Itoth stiffness (real part of the AMB - FRF) as 
4111mping (imaginary part of the AMB - FRF) change 
with frequency. Damping drops off very fast with 
d("creasing frequency. At frequencies below ± 20 Hz, 
lIegative values are found. The asymptotic values for 
Ili gher frequencies (> 40 Hz) are close to the minimal 
v .Iues specified by BW lIP. The radial bearing stiffness 
v liues are about 15 . 106 N/m which is an order of 
lIH1gnitude higher than expected. 

The complex stiffness can be approximated by 

K k + j . w . c + I1jw 
where k stiffness of AMB 

c 'asymptotic' damping of AMB 
correction factor, calculated from 
Wo = vIlc, with Wo the zero 
crossing frequency of the 
damping. 

Ml:asurements showed that the frequencies at which 
Ihe integration action of the PID controller equals its 
,k-rivative action, correspond very well with woo 
Identification of the parameters of the PID controller 
d.d not reveal any time delay in the frequency zone of 
I II I erest. 

I'he impedance of the AMB coil generates a single 
I'0le . No other dynamic effects are introduced by the 
"kctronic components between the PID output and the 

MB current. The pole frequency is above the 
Il rquency range of 200 Hz. Nevertheless, the smooth 
dl' Tease of damping - at higher frequencies - can be 
1" I:lted to this pole. The increase of stiffness with 
III Teasing frequency can be explained partially as 
wdl. 

"'.rther on the increase of stiffness with frequency can 
I,,; related to a measured frequency and load dependent 
drop off and phase shift for the displacement and 
vrlocity signals. As displacement information is used 
Ipi P action and velocity signals for derivative action, 
this phase shift propagates through the controller, 

contaminating K. 
The disturbances of the displacement and velocity 
sensors (see also chapter 4) are probably caused by 
leakage fluxes of the electro magnets into the sensors. 

Fig. 12 also suggests a resonance occuring at 
approximate 5 Hz. Since the dry rotor behaves free
free (no rigid body motion eigenfrequencies) in the 
AMB, the resonance of fig. 12 might be caused by 
amplitude I phase errors or non linear behaviour that 
can introduce important errors in the AMB - FRF. 

8 IDENTIFICATION OF FLUID FORCES 
Fig. 13 shows the indirectly identified MDI forces of 
a single centrifugal impeller, whirling on a circular 
orbit. The forces are applied in radial and tangential 
direction. They are made non dimensional according to 
[10]. 

The frequency range was limited from 5 to 65 Hz. The 
upper limit is because important casing resonances 
occurred at higher frequencies. As the measured FRF 
are compensated to mitigate the resonance effects 
assuming there is no fluid coupling between rotor and 
stator, and as none of the fluid models take into 
account independent DOF motions of the casing, the 
identified MDI forces for frequencies higher than 65 
Hz are probably inaccurate. 

These results suggest it is possible to identify fluid 
forces in impellers I seals, and to develop diagnostics 
on basis of on-line FRF, using inverse methods. 

9 CONCLUSION 
The test rig proves that it is possible to suspend large 
boilerfeed pump rotors in active magnetic bearings. 
Furthermore, AMB's can be used as exciters. Several 
exciter patterns are possible. FRF between on-line 
measured magnetic forces and displacements can 
potentially be used: 

To identify fluid forces in impellers I seals, in 
combination with inverse methods. 
To perform diagnostics, especially in combination 
with rotor complex modal parameter estimation 
techniques. 

A crucial condition is that both response and AMB 
magnetic forces are of high quality to yield accurate 
FRF's. Here still some progress has to be made, 
especially at lower frequencies. 
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Another major restraint for diagnosis is that 
deteriorating rotor properties such as increasing 
wearring and impeller tip clearances must show up in 
the FRF in order to be identifiable. 
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FIGURE 1: Representation of the MDI forces by mass, damping and stiffness matrices 
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FIGURE 10: Multiple input force set for excitation of the rotor , in radial direction 
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FIGURE 12: Equivalent stiffness (upper part) and damping (lower part) of the 
inboard bearing - vertical direction 
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RADIAL FORCE - 2950 RPM - 100 BEP TEST: STSOll 
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FIGURE 13: Radial and tangential MDI forces of a centrifugal impeller identified by AMB excitation 
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